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China’s “New Type of Party System”: A “Multiparty” System for
Foreign Consumption?
The CCP rebrands China’s “multiparty” system for external propaganda.
At a 4 March panel discussion at the first
session of the 13th Chinese People’s
Political
Consultative
Conference
(CPPCC),
Xi
Jinping
officially
rebranded China’s system of “multiparty
cooperation” as China’s “new type of
party system” (新型政党制度). xlvii Xi
highlights an often overlooked aspect of
China’s political system: while the CCP
dominates all political decision-making
in China, eight other minority parties are
officially recognized as participants in
the process. While the minority parties
nominally represent non-communist
elements of Chinese society in the
CPPCC, they are primarily used as
united front tools to align noncommunist groups with the will of the
central authorities.
The rebranding mirrors the series of new
labels, such as the “new type of great
power relations” and “new type of
international relations,” that Xi has
applied to China’s style of diplomacy
and international relations, intended to
improve China’s global image and foster
the idea that China’s rise will positively
reshape the world order.
Applying the “new type” paradigm to a
hallmark of China’s domestic politics
comes at a time when Beijing is
increasingly marketing its willingness to

share its “governance experience” with
other developing countries as an
attractive feature of strategic and
economic cooperation with China. The
relabeling thus indicates that China’s
minority political parties, some of which
define overseas Chinese, Taiwanese, or
former KMT members as their “main
constituents,” xlviii will increasingly be
deployed as a tool of China’s external
propaganda on behalf of the CCP.
Following Xi’s remarks on the “new
type
of
party
system,”
CCP
propagandists and United Front Work
Department (UFWD) officials have
worked to flesh out the concept and
define how it can be applied to united
front goals. UFWD Head You Quan (尤
权) held a session for minority party
leadership a few weeks later to discuss
“persevering with, developing, and
perfecting China’s new type of party
system.” xlix Notably, he considered the
utility the concept has for external
propaganda, instructing minority party
leaders to “talk about the ‘China story’
of multiparty cooperation.”l
Further highlighting the intention to
market the “new type of party system”
label internationally, the People’s
Daily’s Zhong Sheng (钟声) column,
used to authoritatively transmit the
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views of the paper on international
affairs, released an English language
article in March on how the “new type of
party system enlightens the world.” The
article pits China’s party system against
“the chaos in the [sic] Western society,”
providing countries with “a China
solution on how to seek a better political
system.”li
A concerted effort has since emerged
among
minority
political
party
chairpersons to propagate the new label.
On 10 July it was reported that the Zhi
Gong
Party
Central
Committee
convened a meeting on “telling a good
China story, propagating well our
nation’s new type of party system.” At
the conference, Zhi Gong Central
Committee Executive Vice Chairman
Jiang Zuojun (蒋作君) demanded that
party members “propagate well China’s
new type of party system when meeting
with
important
foreign
political
lii
leaders.”
The chairmen of the eight minority
parties have made a variety of comments
in recent months on China’s political
party system at official meetings and as
part of a coordinated commentary series
on the subject in the official newspaper
of the eight minority parties, Tuanjie
Bao. Their commentary indicates that
the concept of China’s “new type of
party system” is being honed for external
dissemination: they have stated that the
Chinese political party system is rooted
in the failure of the Republican Chinese
government and their attempt at Western
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democracy; that the Chinese system is a
development beyond the “chaotic”
systems for which Western states
advocate; and that the Chinese political
model is an option for other nations
seeking alternative governance schemes.
● On 8 March, China Democratic
League
Central
Committee
Chairman Ding Zhongli ( 丁 仲 礼 )
said at a press conference that “the
multiparty
cooperation
system
explained by the General Secretary is
China’s creation and is one type of
political party system innovation.
This system first of all is different
from the one-party system, and is
also
different
from
western
competitive multiparty system, our
(system)
is
the
multiparty
cooperative system led by the
CCP.”liii
● On 28 March, China Association for
Promoting
Democracy
Central
Committee Chairman Cai Dafeng (
蔡达峰) stated that China’s current
system is “a historical decision… in
the not-so-distant past China
witnessed
a
Western-style
parliamentary system and all the
efforts of the multiparty system, but
in the end both failed..”liv
● On
10
May
Revolutionary
Committee
of
the
Chinese
Kuomintang Central Committee
Chairman Wan Exiang ( 万 鄂 湘 )
wrote an article on “Studying the
Spirit of General Secretary Xi
Jinping’s Important March 4th
Speech”, which stated that: “Ever
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since a long time ago, some Western
countries have attacked and defamed
our form of government and political
system through every mean and
method; they are obsessed with
misrepresenting [our] multiparty
cooperation, distort consultative
democracy, and enthusiastically
promote
Western
‘two-party
systems’ and ‘multiparty systems.’
They make some rumbling noises
and nobody is able to put up with it
any longer.”lv
Minority party chairpersons’ comments
also recognize that China’s current
political system has grown from the
“soil” of the failure of Republican
Chinese rule. While in other contexts
this “soil” is presented as exceptional,
chairpersons suggest that the tragedy of
the Republic of China between
assassinations and war is hardly unique
in the world and other countries could
adopt China’s system:
● On 6 March China National
Democratic
Construction
Association Central Committee
Chairman Hao Mingjin ( 郝 明 金 )
responded to questions from a
Xinhua journalist at the Great Hall of
the People in Beijing, where he
stated:
“The
innovation
and
development of our country’s
multiparty cooperation system has
also caused some countries in the
world to see the new model and new
pattern of our country’s political
party system and party relations, for
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the political development of the
world’s political parties offer
China’s plan and China’s wisdom.”lvi
● On 4 June Taiwan Democratic SelfGovernment
League
Central
Committee Chairman Su Hui (苏辉)
wrote an essay posted to her party’s
website and the CPPCC website that
“...In the distinct contrast of Western
‘chaos’ to China’s ‘governance,’
China’s plan and China’s wisdom
are offered and contributed for the
exploration of even better political
systems for humanity.”lvii
Conclusion
“The new type of party system” is
neither new nor an institutionalized
system of multiparty democracy.
Nevertheless, China’s “new type of party
system” has been clearly presented as a
rejection of the Republican Chinese
system and the Western democratic
model; an extension of the socialist
system; and as a model for developing
nations to adopt and developed nations
to understand.
On 19 July, while visiting Bijie,
Guizhou, Xi again told united front
officials “to unceasingly demonstrate
well the advantages of the CCP-led
multiparty cooperation system.” lviii
Minority party chairpersons have done
just that in their public statements since
March. Their statements do not exist in a
vacuum: as demonstrated by the 10 July
Zhi Gong Party conference, these
directives
have
already
been
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communicated down to the members of
the minority parties, who will use them
as a guide in their interactions with
united front, targets and foreign
dignitaries. Despite denials,lix a Chinese
political model is being offered to the
world
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